Dear Kambiz,

Our top five research updates from the last two weeks are listed below.

1. **Climate Change ProCon.org** - UPDATED! The pro side argues that rising levels of atmospheric greenhouse gases are a direct result of human activities such as burning fossil fuels, and that these increases are causing significant and severe climate changes. The con side argues human-generated greenhouse gas emissions are too small to substantially change the earth’s climate and that 20th century warming resulted primarily from natural processes. Explore both sides and decide for yourself.

2. **Is Human Activity Primarily Responsible for Global Climate Change?** - Find new quotes from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (pro), Dr. Patrick Moore, former International Director of Greenpeace International (con), Dr. Peter Gleick, CEO of the Pacific Institute (pro), and Dr. William Happer, Professor of Physics at Princeton University (con), in addition to statements from other individuals and organizations on opposing sides of the debate.

3. **Is Israel's Existence Threatened by Iran's Nuclear Program?** - Read pro and con quotes from Benjamin Netanyahu, Prime Minister of Israel (pro), Mohammad Javid Zarif, Iranian Foreign Minister (con), Charles E. Schumer, US Senator (pro), Efraim Halevy, former Chief of the Israeli intelligence organization Mossad (con), and other experts and organizations.

4. **Is Marijuana an Effective Treatment for Reducing Nausea and Vomiting from Chemotherapy?** - Read pro and con quotes from the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (pro), the US Food & Drug Administration (con), oncologist Dr. Gil Bar-Sela (pro), the American Medical Association (con), and many other experts and organizations.

5. **Is Illegal Immigration an Economic Burden to America?** - Read pro and con quotes from the Heritage Foundation (pro), Danny Vinik, staff writer at The New Republic (con), Jim Gilchrist, founder and president of The Minuteman Project (pro), Alan
Greenspan, former Chairman of the US Federal Reserve (con), and other experts and organizations.

Donate to ProCon.Org
To help promote critical thinking, counter misinformation, and replace bias and spin with nonpartisanship, we need your donations.

For every $1 you donate, we can reach 28 students, teachers, and readers like you.

Please support ProCon.org with your tax-deductible donation via credit card or PayPal.

Please forward these updates to others who may be interested. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kamy Akhavan
President & Managing Editor, ProCon.org

"Promoting Critical Thinking, Education, and Informed Citizenship"